Economic Analysis of the Cost of Implants Used for Treatment of Distal Radius Fractures
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Abstract

Background: There are a number of different implant choices for surgical treatment of distal radius fractures, often determined by surgeon preference or availability. Although no one volar plate demonstrates superior outcomes, there are significant cost differences absorbed by hospitals and surgical centers. This purpose of this study is to characterize the economic implications of implant selection in the surgical management of distal radius fractures.

Methods: A retrospective review of billing records at a mid-size community surgicenter was conducted for CPT codes 25607, 25608, and 25609 between 1/1/2014 and 6/1/2014, and associated implant costs and facility reimbursements were collected. A unique stochastic simulation model was developed from derived probabilities, reimbursements, and costs, and analyzed by Monte Carlo simulation.

Results: Reimbursement to the facility for distal radius ORIF cases ranged from $1,102.20 to $7,393.86, with an average of $3,824.56. Per case operating costs to the facility ranged from $1,250 to $7,270, with an average of $2,817.42. In the US, variations in implant cost 25% above or below the mean translates to annual operating profits realized by facilities ranging from a loss of $57,047,720 to profits of $55,189,729. On average, per case operating costs for distal radius fractures need to be less than $2956 for facilities to realize a per case profit.

Conclusion: Value based purchasing is by necessity becoming integrated into clinical decision making by orthopaedic surgeons. Variations of 25% around the mean per case operating cost can vary facility operating margins by $112,237,450 annually. Arming the orthopaedic surgeon with the realities of the cost of implant selection in the operative management of distal radius fractures will lead to better value based decision making, substantial cost savings to the US hospital system, and ultimately payers and patients.

Level of evidence: II
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Introduction

Distal radius fractures represent one of the most common injuries to the upper extremity. The incidence of distal radius fractures is becoming an increasing societal fracture burden, in part due to an aging population (1, 2). There are a number of effective management options for these fractures, including non-operative management, percutaneous pinning, open reduction and internal fixation (ORIF) with dorsal or volar plates, bridge plating, and external fixation (3-5). Over the past two decades, advances in implant design...
has led to a shift in management towards ORIF with volar plates (6).

While there are a number of different specific implant choices for surgical treatment of distal radius fractures, there is limited evidence based guidance on the optimal implant choice (6-8). As such, selection of implants is often determined by surgeon preference or availability. Although no single volar plate that has emerged to demonstrate superior outcomes, there are significant differences in implant cost associated with the variety of option. These economic differences may not be appreciated either by surgeons using the implants or the hospitals and surgical centers where the implants are used, which in turn absorb any incremental associated costs.

Despite the relatively high volume utilization of these implants, we are not aware of any previous studies evaluating the cost to the provider of distal radius fracture locked volar plating. The goal of this study is to characterize the economic implications of implant selection in the surgical management of distal radius fractures.

Materials and Methods

Data

A retrospective review of facility billing records at a mid-size community outpatient surgical center was conducted for codes utilized in the open treatment of fractures of the distal radius (Common Procedural Terminology codes 25607, 25608, and 25609) between January 1, 2014 and June 30, 2014. Institutional Review Board approval was obtained for the deidentified review of billing records. The per case reimbursement collected from the third party payer by the facility was tabulated, as well as per case implant cost paid out by the facility to manufacturers for all implants utilized in each case. Construct costs included all hardware implanted during the procedure, including plates, screws, clips, or pins. Facility non-physician fee, non-implant fixed and variable costs were estimated at $900 per case using an estimate of $20/minute of operating room time, with an operative time of 45 minutes. These estimates were derived from previous published data, and it is assumed to account for all non-implant associated costs incurred by the facility (9).

Population distributions of the at risk patient population were derived from the US Census 2012 Population Estimates (10). Age and sex specific incidence of distal radius fracture were obtained from a large scale epidemiological study of distal radius fracture, and based on the same study the rate of operative management was approximated to 75% of cases (2).

Model/Analysis

To evaluate the cohort of distal radius ORIF cases, we utilized a decision tree model approach with stochastic Monte Carlo simulation analysis. Decision modeling has been increasingly utilized in orthopaedic care, and has been recognized as a means of guiding clinical care and economic policy (11-13). This technique allows
realized by a facility is more sensitive to incremental changes in implant cost than reimbursement rate [Figure 3]. Furthermore, profit is more sensitive to changes in reimbursement at higher implant costs.
Discussion
Distal radius fractures ORIF with locked volar plating is a common procedure performed in the United States where no single implant has emerged as clinically dominant. Our model suggests that differences in implant cost can have substantial impact on operating margins. The variation in operating profits with utilization of implants costing 25% above and below the mean for distal radius constructs can translate to a range of $112,237,250 (-$57,047,720 to $55,189,729) realized by facilities annually in the US. Furthermore, our sensitivity analysis suggests that operating profits are more influenced by the cost of implants than discounts in private reimbursement; this is like secondary to the large fraction of patients requiring distal radius ORIF with Medicare as their primary third-party payer.

With ongoing efforts to improve value in orthopaedics, there is increasing attention on the costs associated with delivery of care. When an optimal evidence based management option presents itself it generally should be favored within reason. However, in situations where clinical equivalence or true uncertainty exists, economics can, and should, begin to play a role in decision making. Most economic studies in health care take the perspective of the patient/third-party payer, which in many cases is appropriate in evaluating societal economic burdens. The health care industry, though, is a multifaceted and multilayered environment where other players have greater stakes in different interests and perspectives. In general, implant costs are absorbed by facilities and hospitals. These costs are recuperated by facilities with facility reimbursement fees. Therefore, any savings generated from implant purchasing may be directly realized by facilities because positive operating margins are inversely related to implant cost.

Our study has several limitations. First, our implant cost estimates and facility reimbursements are based off the experience of a single center in a single region, and may not be directly generalizable to all regions. However, we selected a community surgical center as the foundation of the analysis as this likely represents a midrange estimate of reimbursements and implant costs, with most centers nationally falling within our sensitivity analysis and along our projections.

We noted that our dataset demonstrated a high percentage of private third-party payers, however our simulation model was adjusted for estimated age specific incidence and payer case-mix, and model outcomes are likely an accurate representation of the population in practice. Secondly, individual implant costs as well as reimbursements demonstrate fluidity over time. While our analysis may be valid at this time, significant price shifts in the future may potentially increase or decrease the variability and impact of implant choice. Third, our study takes the liberty of grouping all operative distal radius fractures together. While we felt this is acceptable in most cases, there may be some situations where the requirement for specific hardware drives cost one direction or another – however, the magnitude of this likely is small and would not make appreciable differences in the results.

In the universal effort to contain rising healthcare costs, value based purchasing are by necessity becoming integrated into clinical decision making by orthopaedic surgeons in the US. Particularly with shifts toward bundling of payments, both surgeons
and facilities will become integrally linked and responsible for management measures. Arming the orthopaedic surgeon with the realities of the cost of implant selection in the operative management of distal radius fractures will lead to better value based decision making, substantial cost savings to the US hospital system, and ultimately payers and patients.
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